Aim: The breast tissue in women shows continuous change from birth with the hormonal effect, and various symptoms occur accordingly. Breast diseases are among the most common diseases seen in women and their incidence is continuously increasing. Material and Method: The records of patients aged 18 to 75 who were consulted to Ahi Evran University Training and Research Hospital General Surgery Clinic between October 2014-January 2016 and who were pathologically diagnosed with primary breast disease were retrospectively examined. Clinical information was analyzed with SPSS 19.

Results: The most common patient complaint was breast pain (43 patients). The most commonly encountered benign pathology was fibroadenoma (24 patients). Inflammatory diseases were encountered in 12 patients. 26 patients were diagnosed with malignant breast lesions. Discussion: In our study, similar to the literature, benign breast diseases formed the most commonly observed group, with a rate of 59.5%. Malign breast diseases formed the second most commonly diagnosed group, with a rate of 27.6%. Inflammatory breast diseases formed the third most commonly diagnosed group, with a rate of 12.7%.
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Introduction
The breast tissue in women shows continuous change with the hormonal effect beginning at birth, and various symptoms occur accordingly. Breast diseases are among the most common diseases seen in women and their incidence is continuously increasing. More than 200,000 women are diagnosed with breast diseases annually [1]. Most of the lesions that occur in the breast are benign. Benign breast diseases generally occur during the reproductive period and are encountered approximately four times more often than breast cancer [2,3]. In this study, the frequency of breast diseases identified and the scanning programs used were explored.

Material and Method
The records of patients aged 18 to 75 who were consulted to Ahi Evran University Training and Research Hospital General Surgery Clinic between October 2014 and January 2016 with breast-related complaints or under the breast cancer scanning program and who were pathologically diagnosed with primary breast disease (patients on whom needle biopsy, excisional biopsy, segmental mastectomy, or mastectomy were performed) were retrospectively examined. Patients previously diagnosed with breast cancer or a secondary breast disease were excluded from the study.

Complaints of the patients during the consultation, clinical examinations performed, pathological diagnosis, and demographic features were recorded by reviewing the patient files. The post-diagnostic follow-up period of the patients was at least 6 months.

After the clinical information for the patients were compiled, it was analyzed with SPSS 19.

Results
Within the 15-month period when the retrospective examination was carried out, 94 patients were pathologically diagnosed with primary breast disease. The mean age of patients was 28.1 years (18-75). The most common complaint of the patients was breast pain (43 patients). The number of patients consulting due to breast lumps was 20, whereas 10 patients consulted with complaints of erythema, ulcer, or lesions. Five patients complained of serohemorrhagic nipple discharge. 16 patients had category 4 or 5 BI-RADS (Breast Imaging Reporting and Data Systems) under the scanning program for patients aged 40 and over (Table 1 Complaints of Patients upon Consultation). With regard to the pathological diagnosis of the breast, the patients were examined in 3 groups: benign lesions, malignant lesions, and inflammatory lesions. (As idiopathic granulomatous mastitis and breast cancer were concurrent in only 1 patient, inflammatory lesions are evaluated in a separate group.) These pathological diagnoses and numbers of patients are given in Table 2 (Table 2 Numbers of Patients based on the Pathological Results).

The most commonly encountered benign pathology was fibroadenoma (24 patients). The mean age of patients with fibroadenoma was 23.2 years (18-29 years). As there was size growth and radiological findings with suspicion of malignancy in the lesions of 3 premenopausal patients followed up with a fibroadenoma pre-diagnosis, excisional biopsy was performed and pathological diagnosis was reported as benign phyllodes tumor.

Inflammatory diseases were encountered in 12 patients. Among these, 9 patients were diagnosed with granulomatous mastitis and 3 patients were diagnosed with periductal mastitis. Of these, 1 patient had concurrent granulomatous mastitis and invasive ductal carcinoma in the same pathological sampling; modified radical mastectomy was subsequently performed on the patient.

5 patients consulting due to serohemorrhagic nipple discharge complaints were diagnosed with intraductal papilloma. 3 patients consulting due to lumps in the axillary area and aesthetic concerns were diagnosed with accessory breast tissue. 26 patients were diagnosed with malignant breast lesions. Of these, the most commonly diagnosed type was invasive ductal carcinoma.

Discussion
Most of the lesions that occur in the breast are benign. Benign breast diseases are a non-homogenous group that consists of developmental anomalies, epithelial and stromal growth, inflammatory lesions, and neoplasms. They generally occur during the reproductive period. Approximately 55% of females are diagnosed with benign breast disease in their lives [2-5]. The mean age of patients in our study was 28.1 years (18-75) and 76.2% of the patients were under age 40. This rate is simi-
lar to the rates in previous studies in the literature related to patients diagnosed with benign breast disease [6,7].

Benign breast diseases were the most commonly encountered pathological diagnosis in our study group, with a rate of 59.5%. Of the benign breast diseases, fibroadenoma ranked first with a rate of 42.8%. As they tend to be dependent upon hormonal effects, diagnosis is more commonly made at young ages. Nevertheless, they can be encountered as calcified lesions in scanning mammographies until about age 50. In our study, the mean age of patients with fibroadenoma was 23.2 years (18-29). Fibroadenomas made up 25.5% of the patients in the study group. This rate was found to be lower compared to the previous studies [8,9]. The reason for this could be interpreted as performing diagnostic procedures on fibroadenomas with a large size or that bare malignancy risk as assessed by radiological and clinical evaluations.

Three of our patients with a fibroadenoma pre-diagnosis were followed up. As there was size growth and radiological findings with suspicion of malignancy in the lesions of these patients, excisional biopsies were performed and pathological diagnoses were reported as benign phyllodes tumors. During the observation of fibroadenomas, biopsy should be considered for growing lumps or lumps with a BI-RADS category 4 suspicion of malignancy [10].

While the number of patients diagnosed with fibrocystic disease was 8, it was the second most common benign breast disease. Similar to fibroadenomas, the number of patients in this group was also smaller than in the previously reported studies [11,12]. Patients with a fibrocystic disease may have lumps that could not be differentiated from malignancy with clinical findings [13]. Simple, complicated, or complex cysts could be encountered in the ultrasonographies of these patients. While the rate of malignancy is below 2% in complicated cysts, this rate is reported to be between 23-31% in complex cysts [13,14]. Our patients also were found to have complicated and complex cyst (BRADS 4) pre-diagnoses during breast ultrasonographies performed during the preoperative period.

Benign papillary neoplasia form 1-5% of all lesions for which a biopsy is performed on the breast, and represent less than 10% of all benign breast lesions [15]. In our study, this rate was less than 1%. Bloody-pathological nipple discharge occurred in almost half of the cases diagnosed with papilloma [16]. 5 of our patients diagnosed with intraductal papilloma had serohemorrhagic nipple discharge.

Inflammatory diseases of the breast were the third most common disease in our study. Of these, 9 patients were diagnosed with idiopathic granulomatous mastitis, a benign chronic breast disease that may relapse in time. Clinically, it could be focal or diffused, and it sometimes displays inflammatory findings (hyperaemia, pain) that present as lumps such as tumors, and also induration and galactorrhea. It can clinically and radiologically mimic cancer [17,18]. Granulomatous mastitis and invasive ductal carcinoma were concurrent in the same pathological sample of one of our patients who was diagnosed with idiopathic granulomatous mastitis. Modified radical mastectomy was performed on our patient following the diagnosis. Only 3 cases in which idiopathic granulomatous mastitis and breast cancer were present concurrently have been presented in the literature [19,20]. The important aspect of this case is that ours is the fourth reported case where idiopathic granulomatous mastitis and breast cancer were present concurrently.

In our study, malignant breast diseases were the second most commonly diagnosed group of diseases, with a rate of 27.6%. This rate is higher compared to the previous studies [21]. We are of the opinion that such a high rate of malignant breast lesions is due to the early diagnosis in patients thanks to the scanning programs for people over 40 years of age. While the prevalence of breast cancer has increased in years, the mortality rate has dropped thanks to early diagnosis and developments in treatment modalities. As a result of the mammography and scanning activities performed in developed countries, a decrease of up to 35% has been observed in breast cancer mortality in women older than 50 years of age. The decrease in mortality as a result of the scanning is due to finding tumors of a smaller size and the increase in the rate of patients diagnosed during the in situ period (25%) [22].

In our study, we discussed the pathological diagnosis of patients on whom breast surgery was performed within the 15-month period, in line with the literature. Similar to the literature, benign breast diseases formed the most commonly observed group, with a rate of 59.5%. Among these, fibroadenomas rank the first. Malign breast diseases formed the second most commonly diagnosed group, with a rate of 12.7%. Within this group, idiopathic granulomatous mastitis was the most common diagnosis, and it is an important fact that one of our patients had concurrent granulomatous mastitis and invasive ductal carcinoma in the same pathological sample, being only the fourth case in the literature reporting this occurrence.
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